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Abstract

This paper attempts to address an important concept--- prototypicality ---in
cognitive studies on the categorization of the English tense system, and raises the
grammatical and functional approaches to the tense system to the level of
universal cognition. On the theoretical basis of prototype theory, this research
addresses the prototype of category TENSE, its cognitive features, and the
mechanisms in the categorization of the system. It is argued that category
TENSE, starting from the prototype of simple present tense, extends in the
chained way of concatenation and expands in the polysemous way of radiation. It
also suggests that vagueness exists in the boundary of the tense category. This
vagueness in the boundary helps the extension and expansion of category
TENSE. With family resemblance as the operating principle, chained metonymies
and the interaction between metonymic and metaphoric mechanisms contribute in
the categorization.
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1. Introduction

Prototype effects not only emerge in the non-linguistic conception, but also

appear in all strata of linguistic conception, including the categorization of the

tense system. It is argued that teaching tense systems in other languages can be

difficult, as the categorization differs and may not be easily understood by the

learner. It is therefore advisable for instructors to gain a clearer understanding of

the categorization of the tense system, to help them explain it more clearly. The
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study of the tense system is, in principle, no different from the study of any other

component of linguistic structure. On the theoretical basis of prototype theory,

this research is conducted to meet the questions: 1) What is the prototype of

category TENSE? 2) What are the cognitive features of category TENSE? 3)

What are the cognitive mechanisms in the categorization of the system and how

do they work in the categorization? These questions are addressed in Section 3, 4

and 5 respectively. It is hypothesized that category TENSE, starting from the

prototype of simple present tense, extends in the way of concatenation like linked

chains and expands in the way of radiation like sunrays, with vague boundaries.

This vagueness in the boundary of category TENSE helps the conceptual

construction of the category. Family resemblances among different members of

the tense system provide experiential bases for the interaction between

metonymic and metaphoric mechanisms. Chained metonymies and metaphoric

mechanism work as the cognitive tools, which together contribute in the

construction of the tense category. This paper will provide arguments to support

these hypotheses.

2. Literature review of prototype theory and research work on tense system

2.1 Categorization and prototype

The world consists of an infinite variety of objects with different substances,

shapes and colors. We sometimes feel confused when trying to translate this

variety into manageable word meanings since no clear-cut distinctions seem to be

available. However, this is not always the case in our rapidly changing world. In

spite of the vagueness among different types of entities, we have the impression

that boundaries do exist in reality. These boundaries, provided by reality, seem to
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force classification upon us. Classification, as the basic property of human

language, is considered as a kind of mental process, which is made possible by

the resemblance among the varieties in the world. This mental process of

classification is now commonly called categorization (Ungerer & Schmid, 2001,

p. 1-3). With category as its product, categorization works as the starting point of

concept, lexical meaning and use of language.

In the process of categorization, speakers of a given language normally

operate with prototypes. What they want to refer to usually conforms to the

prototype, i.e. falls within the nuclear extension or focal extension of the

prototype. As a model of concepts, a prototype is a single, centralized category

representation (Barsalou, 1992, p. 28). Prototype theory depends on the notion of

similarity and feature-listed model. Wittgenstein (1978, p. 31-33) used the

metaphor of family resemblance to characterize these overlapping and criss-

crossing similarities: sometimes overall similarities, sometimes similarities of

detail. The centrality of an item in the simple category such as COLOR or SHAPE

depends on how many of the relevant set of features it possesses: the more it

possesses, the better an example of the category it will be. Whereas the centrality

of complex concepts such as GAME or VEHICLE can best be handled by the

feature-listed model, rather than by the similarity approach (Croft & Cruse, 2004,

p. 81). According to most prototype models, the cognitive system abstracts

properties that are representative of a category’s exemplars and integrates them

into a category prototype. With this unique capability, human beings are likely to

translate an indefinite variety of objects in the world into manageable word

meanings. Otherwise, the world would be a mess in our mind’s eyes.
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2.2 Basic-level category

Prototype theory also provides an account of levels of categorization. The

information the world provides for us is not completely in a mess and disorder,

and there do exist some regularities and orders. There is a level of categorization,

which is cognitively and linguistically more salient than others. This is the “basic

level” of categorization. In the course of categorization, the objects with salient

and prominent properties constitute the basic-level category. Above the basic-

level category, there exists the superordinate category, while under it is the

subordinate category. It is at this very basic level of categorization that people

conceptualize things as perceptual and functional gestalts (Rosch et al, 1976).

These categories enable us to acquire the maximum information at the expense of

minimum effort. Starting from the prototype, human beings understand all the

reference of the semantic category on the basis of family resemblance, in which

metonymy and metaphor work as cognitive tools.

2.3 Similarities between lexical category and tense category

Prototype effects exist both in the cognition of non-linguistic conceptual

structures and linguistic conceptual structures. The two conceptual structures

share no differences in nature in that they are constructed through the same

cognitive mechanisms. When peripheral members are sharing family resemblance

with prototype, the phenomenon of polysemy occurs in the lexical categories.

Polysemy is generally regarded as a property of lexical categories, but polysemy

is not a property of words alone (Taylor, 2001). In Taylor’s opinion, other

categories of linguistic structures, e.g. morphosyntactic categories of tense and

aspect, syntactic categories of sentence types, morphological categories of
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number and case, prosodic categories of intonation contour, etc. also exhibit a

cluster of related meanings, and must count as instances of polysemy.

The prototype effects described by Taylor (2001) are reflected prominently

in the construction of category TENSE. As a polysemous category, not only do

the lexical elements of category TENSE constitute categories themselves, but

also these lexical elements convey different meanings, which can be seen as

various semantic meaning categories. Like lexical category, category TENSE

displays the same tendency of concatenation and radiation in the construction.

The category is constructed around a prototype--- simple present tense, which

functions as the starting reference point in the categorization. Since tense is often

realized by the base or uninflected form of the verb (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 176),

morphologically simple present tense has the justification to serve as the

prototype in category TENSE. Besides, the evolution of classifying tense from 2

tenses (i.e. present tense and past tense) in Palmer’s (1988) to 36 finite non-

modal tenses in Halliday’s (1994, p. 203) indicates the vagueness in the

boundaries of category TENSE. This also determines the possibility of

concatenation and radiation in the construction of the category. These similarities

between tense category and lexical category leads to the feasibility of providing

cognitive interpretation to the prototype effects in the categorization of the tense

system.

3. Simple present tense serves as the prototype in the tense system

Old English held that there were only two kinds of tenses in English, i.e. present

tense and past tense. Later, based on Latin grammar, theories on tense and aspect

argued that English tense included the meaning of aspect, and that tense was a
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verb form describing the time and mode of the action. Later on, researches on

grammar in the 1970s held that there existed merely two categories of “TENSE”

and two categories of “ASPECT” in English verbs. The two “TENSE”s refer to

present tense and past tense, while the two “ASPECT”s are progressive aspect

and perfect aspect (Jespersen, 1981, p. 231-251). The debate on tense has

continued half a century and apparently there is no solution to date. However, this

paper is not concerned with entering the debate but rather the cognitive pattern in

the categorization of the system. Research in this section has focused on the

questions about the prototype of category TENSE, that is, how the network of

tense system is woven. The hypothesis that simple present tense is the prototype

of category TENSE will be investigated in the following two subsections.

3.1 Categorization of the tense system

The categorization of the abstract category TENSE centers on its prototype,

simple present tense, and goes forward with this prototype as the starting

reference point and family resemblance as the operating principle. As the starting

reference of the cognition, simple present tense works as the central member of

category TENSE. Just like category GAME, there is no definition of necessary

and sufficient features for category TENSE, which shows family resemblance

relations. The family resemblance makes the metonymic and metaphoric

construal possible. In the categorization of the system,  “simple past tense, simple

present tense, and simple future tense” function as the basic level category. The

item “TENSE” works in the superordinate category, while members such as

“present perfect aspect, past perfect aspect, future perfect aspect, etc.” are in the

subordinate category. It is at this basic level of “simple past tense, simple present
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tense, and simple future tense” that category TENSE develops with the prototype

“simple present tense” as the starting point. Figure 1, below, illustrates this

argument:

Fig. 1 The tree diagram of category TENSE

When the prototypical notion of simple present tense is acquired, it serves as the

starting point of the categorization of the tense system. With the aid of family

resemblance principle, the secondary tense has been constructed in Figure 2. As a

result of secondary tense construction, a category is woven like a network with

many intersections. The network, in which each overlap implies different

conditions of time and aspect, describes the functions of language. Based on the

network, learners can make prompt, effective and successful organization and

disposal of the relevant information about category TENSE. Through this

conceptualization, a more extensive category about the tense system is

established, with the primary tense as the basic-level category and simple present

tense as the reference point of the categorization. The above argument suggests

and builds upon Zhang’s previous empirical work (Zhang, 2006).

simple past tense simple present tense simple future tense

TENSE

present      perfect
progressive   aspect

present progressive
aspect

present perfect aspect
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Time

primary secondary

simple progressive perfect perfect

progressive

present

Simple

Present

Tense

Present

Progressive

Aspect

Present

Perfect

Aspect

Present Perfect

Progressive

Aspect

past

Simple

Past

Tense

Past

Progressive

Aspect

Past

Perfect

Aspect

Past Perfect

Progressive

Aspect

future

Simple

Future

Tense

Future

Progressive

Aspect

Future

Perfect

Aspect

Future Perfect

Progressive

Aspect

Fig.2 Realization of primary and secondary tense

Category members in the primary column fall into the basic-level category, the

term “TENSE” as the superordinate category with the other 9 aspect items

functioning at the level of subordinate categories. When the basic category is

contrasted with the superordinate and subordinate categories, it becomes clear

Aspect
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that the prototype, simple present tense, can only be found in the basic level

category. However, category TENSE in English is a recursive system. Based on

Halliday’s pattern, more items are structured in the categorization. According to

Halliday, 36 items are likely to be acquired. The realization of 36 members of the

tenses category can be referred to Table 6(7) in Halliday’s book An Introduction

to Functional Grammar (Halliday, 1994, p. 202-203). This argument also implies

the tendency of extension and expansion in category TENSE.

3.2 Typological evidence to show the centrality of simple present tense

As far as prototype is mentioned, prototype is associated with the typical or core

member in typology, and the terms of unmarkedness and markedness are

inevitably covered. The prototypical member of a category is usually an

unmarked item of the category. The criteria of frequency, structure and behavior

in typology theory determine whether a category member is a core member or

peripherial member. According to Croft (2000, p. 85), if a marked value occurs a

certain number of times in frequency in a given text sample, then the unmarked

value will occur at least as many times in a comparable text sample; and if a

marked value occurs in a certain number of languages in a given language

sample, then the unmarked value will occur in at least as many languages in a

comparable language sample. The frequency criterion suggests that the most

frequently mentioned forms are commonly the central members of the category,

though degree of membership in a category is independent of the frequency of

occurrence of member names. The impression of a higher frequency of

occurrence of the prototypical member may well be a symptom of prototypicality.

Rosch’s experimental evidence supports this idea. For example, speakers tend to
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agree more readily on typical members than on less typical members; as it seems,

they come to mind more quickly (Saeed, 2000, p. 37). When asked to name

examples of a category, people tend to mention prototypical or core members

first. Core members have all of the prototypical properties, and thus are typical

members. To be typical, they must be common, or at least commonly perceived

and attended to by human beings. This corresponds to the frequency criterion of

unmarkedness in typology, i.e. the frequency of a usage and familiarity of this

usage to average members of the language community. Given the above, simple

present tense would appear to conform to this frequency criterion.

In teaching English as a foreign language, there has been much controversy

about which to teach first, simple present tense or present in present (present

progressive), and claims have been made on behalf of both. Another important

piece of typological evidence used to support prototypicality in grammatical

categories is the common zero (or minimal) marking of the core members of the

categories. This complies with the structural criterion of unmarkedness since the

marked value of a grammatical category will be expressed by at least as many

morphemes as is the unmarked value of that category (Croft, 2000, p. 73). The

basic form of simple present tense is a zero marking inflectional form in

morphology. It is not only typologically motivated in that it conforms to the

structure criterion, but also morphologically motivated. Present tense is realized

by the uninflected forms of verbs, for example when comparing I need a rest with

I needed a rest (Quirk et al, 1985). However, with only a few exceptions of

irregular verbs, almost all the tense and aspect items are expressed by at least as

many morphemes as simple present tense. In Halliday’s opinion, the unmarked

tense in material process is present in present, and the unmarked tense in the
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mental processes is simple present tense (Halliday, 1994). However, this paper

suggests that the idea that the unmarked tense in material process is present in

present is really questionable. Present in present is more focused in time and

more contextual; hence it goes with processes that have clear beginning and

ending. As well, the large part of the material process is general or habitual, e.g.

they build a house for every employee. The empirical findings in Zhang (2006)

have also supported this idea that simple present tense most frequently occurs in

the transtivity processes. Therefore, it is argued that simple present tense is

qualified to function as the prototype in the transtivity system since it has zero

marking in the form, and refers to the time meaning of the present.

Croft (2000) goes on to say that the behavior criterion, along with the

frequency criterion, is the most general and important criterion for markedness

and unmarkedness. According to the typological evidence, loss of category

behavior complies with the behavior criterion of unmarkedness. A peripheral

member of a category is not expected to display the full range of category

behavior that a central member displays. Either in inflection or in distribution,

one element is grammatically more “versatile” than the other, and hence is

relatively unmarked when compared with the other. If the marked value has a

certain number of distinct forms in an inflectional diagram, then the unmarked

value will have at least as many distinct forms in the same paradigm; and if the

marked value occurs in a certain number of grammatical contexts (construction

types), then the unmarked value will also occur in at least those contexts where

the marked value occurs (Croft, 2000, p. 77-82). Being general and habitual,

instead of focusing upon the beginning and ending of the event, simple present

tense is the most versatile of all tenses and displays all the behaviors in the
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transtivity system, and thus the nature of prototypicality falls upon it. Simple past

tense, simple future tense, and other aspects fail to display the full range of

category behavior morphologically and semantically, thus they fail to take the

central position in the tense category. According to these criteria, simple present

tense, is the salient or prototype in the morphosyntactic category of tense. The

research in this section has further provided evidence that simple present tense,

instead of present in present, is the prototype in the tense system.

4. Cognitive features of the tense system

It is hypothesized that category TENSE, starting from the prototype of simple

present tense, extends in the chained way of concatenation and expands in the

polysemous way of radiation. As well, vagueness exists in the boundary of the

tense category. Sufficient grounds for this hypothesis will be offered here to

provide solution for the second question raised in the introductory section.

4.1 Concatenation and radiation in the structure of tense category

It is generally accepted that the expansion of the lexical category takes place in

two ways, namely radiation and concatenation. The former refers to the fact that

the derivational meanings of the lexical word, based on its prototype, radiate

from the center to the periphery, like the sunrays. Each derivational meaning is

both dependent on and independent of its fundamental meaning. The latter refers

to the phenomenon in which one lexical meaning derives from another, and the

last one may have no connection with the first one. Polysemy, however, is not the

unique property of lexical categories, and grammar category should be viewed as

an instance of polysemy. It is hypothesized that the properties of radiation and
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concatenation also occur in category TENSE. Like the polysemous lexical

category, category TENSE is constructed on the prototype. It also displays the

feature of polysemy, i.e. the same tendency of extension and expansion as the

lexical category. Here the extension of category TENSE is described as

concatenation and the expansion of the category is described as radiation

On the lexical stratum, category TENSE extends in the chains like “do > be

doing > have done > have been doing”. They share the same attribute in the head

position of X0 as illustrated in Figure 3. In spite of the analytical forms of aspect,

simple present tense takes the head position in the above chain, which functions

as the prototype. This provides further explanation for the prototypicality of

simple present tense. For instance, the prototypical simple present tense is related

in lexical form to other members in the position of X0. The attached element X1 is

linked to X0, while X2 is linked to X1 and X0. The categorization of category

TENSE develops in the linked chain of X0 > X1 > X2. The radiation nature of the

categorization can be seen in Figure 1, where present tense works as the reference

point of the primary tense. At the same time it functions as the reference point of

the analytical aspects related to the present moment.

work             has     worked has     been    working

do have done have been doing

X0 X0 X1 X0 X1 X2

Fig.3 The concatenation of the tense category in English

Just as the lexical stratum, the ideational meanings it refers to are also related to

each other in the way of continuum of time (the horizontal axis of time), in which

simple present tense functions as the head. To some extent, we have good reasons
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to speak of family resemblance categories being structured through a process of

extension and expansion. The metaphor of family resemblance implies a real-

time, dynamic process, which begins at the center of a category and proceeds

outwards until the periphery is reached. According to Taylor (2001), the central

member is thus the member from which all others can be most plausibly and most

economically related. This kind of relatedness also demonstrates the feature of

radiation. However, with so many members in category TENSE, the example of

simple past tense on the concatenation and radiation of meaning chains, as shown

in Figure 4, is used for illustration.

Space distance mapped to
temporal distance:

Absolute temporal
distance:

Relative temporal
distance:

1.Counterfactual distance:
2.Psychological distance:

Fig. 4 The tree diagram of meaning chains for past tense category

Here, past tense is taken as the example because the cognitive features in the

structuring of category are more obvious than in any other item. The past tense is

used to locate an event or state at some point or period in time prior to the

moment of utterance or composition. Thus it is primarily a deictic tense, which

PAST TENSE

deictic meaning:
(pastness with respect of the present)

ppresent)

non-deictic meaning:
(historical, fiction & science fiction narrative)

1. interpersonal meaning:
(counterfactuality)

2. pragmatic meaning:
(pragmatic softener)
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points to its central meaning. Owing to the radiation nature of category TENSE,

past tense points to other non-deictic meanings such as historical narrative,

fiction narrative, science fiction narrative, and then to counterfactuality or

pragmatic softener. With the operation of the metonymic and metaphoric

mechanisms in the construction of category, the meanings of the past tense cover

the way from denotative meaning to counterfactuality and to pragmatic softer.

4.2 Vagueness in the boundary of tense category

Categorization is not only culture-oriented, but also context-oriented. The

concept of prototype in language is somewhat different from that in science,

rather, it is more associated with the concept of prototype in anthropology and

psychology. As Ungerer & Schmid said, “The prototypes of cognitive categories

are not fixed, but may change when a particular context is introduced, and the

same is true for category boundaries.” (Ungerer & Schmid, 2001, p. 43). The

vagueness in the boundary of a category is inherent in the structure of the concept

itself. This is due to the inherent structure of these concepts that the boundaries

are not classically sharp (Jackendoff, 2001). As in category TENSE, if located in

the context of Figure 2, primary tense will share the status of central members in

basic-level category with secondary tense (aspects) as the peripheral members. If

narrowed to the subcategory PAST TENSE, simple past tense is referred to as the

reference point in lexical stratum, and other aspects related to the past are placed

in the position of non-central members. Equally, when the deictic meaning of

simple past tense is referred to as the central member in the stratum of semantic

meaning, then non-deictic meaning such as counterfactuality and pragmatic

softener will be peripheral members.
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If transferred to the category of Halliday’s 36 tenses, Figure 2 in this paper

can be considered as central members in the basic-level category, and the other 24

items can be regarded as peripheral members. Once both primary tense and

secondary tense work as central members in the basic-level category, a more

extensive category can be constructed. Except for the other 24 members, more

marginal and relevant information will be acquired by means of cognitive tools.

Furthermore, the superordinate category TENSE embraces the basic level

category PRIMARY TENSE. Simultaneously the basic level category embraces

the subordinate category. The hierarchy phenomenon may well explain the

radiation and concatenation features of category TENSE. It may also be

concluded that these features result in the fuzziness of category TENSE, which

determines the gradient of the tense category. Thus, it would seem that tense

category is structured by a criss-crossing of similarities shared by tense and

aspect, rather than by a set of necessary and sufficient conditions.

5. Cognitive mechanisms in the categorization of the tense system

Given that vagueness in the boundary helps the extension and expansion of

category TENSE, then what kind of cognitive mechanisms operate in the

extension of the system and how do they work in the categorization? It is

hypothesized that family resemblance is the operating principle, and that the

interaction between metonymic and metaphoric mechanisms contributes to the

categorization, while chained metonymies enrich the grammatical meanings of

the tense system. As a triggering mechanism, metonymy provides experiential

bases for the categorization. While in interacton with metonymic mechanism, the

metaphor provides conceptual potential and realizes the extended conceptual
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structure of category TENSE. Support for this hypothesis will be provided in the

next two subsections.

5.1 Family resemblance and triggering mechanism in meaning extension

The general principles at work show up again and again in the categorization of

tense system. They are mainly centrality, chaining, experiential domains,

idealized models and motivation. According to Lakoff (1987, p. 95), what we

have called the basic members of the category are central, and thus prototypical.

Complex categories are structured by chaining; that is, central members are

linked to peripheral members, which are further linked to other peripheral

members. Basic domains of experience and idealized models characterize the

linking in the category chains. The same applies in the category TENSE where

family resemblance provides the chained metonymic basis for the categorization,

which makes the concatenation and radiation of tense category possible. Family

resemblance itself also reflects this kind of chained metonymic relationship.

Through chained metonymies, which involve multiple conceptual shifts,

experiential motivation favors the chained model (Hilpert, 2007, p. 81). Either in

the conceptual stratum or in the lexical and semantic strata, the experiential basis

of space and time activates the metonymic transfer as well as the metaphoric

mapping from space distance to time distance (including absolute temporal

distance and relative temporal distance), then to counterfactual distance and

psychological distance. It is accepted that the temporal concept of humans is

constructed by two metaphors related to the imagery schema of Front-Back,

namely “Ego is moving” and “Time is moving”. Front-Back results from the

interaction of the human body and the world around us. When we’re standing up,
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the direction we face is the Front and the opposite is the Back, and vice versa.

Thereby we have the metaphoric expressions of “recall the past, and face the

future” or “face up to the fact, and look forward to the future”. This orientational

schema provides metonymic experience for humans to conceptualize the

temporal space. With the metaphoric mapping from space domain to time

domain, we have acquired the temporal concept of “past, present and future”.

Thus, it is argued that chained metonymies and the interaction between metaphor

and metonymy processes are the conceptual pattern in this cognitive process.

Basically, all categories have metonymic structure, and the English tense

category, with metonymic structure occurring at different linguistic levels, is no

exception. Categorization of the tense system results from the interaction of

metonymic and metaphoric mechanisms in a continuum. Common experiential

basis, implicature, category structure and culture models contribute to this

continuum. Metonymy, as a cognitive trigger, can’t provide conceptual structure

itself. However, after being triggered, the metaphoric mechanism provides

conceptual potential. Only in this way can category TENSE acquire a rich

conceptual structure, which is determined by the cognitive nature of metonymy.

Taking the categorization of past tense as an example: As a system which

relates entities to a reference point is termed a deictic system, we can therefore

say that tense is deictic (Comrie, 1985, p. 14), and its reference point is typically

the present moment of utterance or composition. Referring to Figure 4, the basic

meaning of past tense is the deictic meaning of pastness with reference to the

present utterance moment, which is the prototypical meaning of category PAST

TENSE. At this stage, the metonymy, Part for Whole, provides the experiential

basis that the past event is on the left side of the utterance moment on the time
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axis. The metaphor, TIME IS SPACE, provides the conceptual potential so that

the deictic meaning of past tense is the pastness, which is regarded as the

prototypical and absolute meaning. By extension, past tense comes to be used in

all kinds of narrative, including fictional narrative. Even science fiction

narratives, in which events are imagined to take place subsequent to the moment

of composition, are written in past tense (Ungerer & Schmid, 2001). In these

cases, displacement of the speech moment occurs and the reference point is

displaced to the left or right side of the utterance moment on the time axis.

Except for these relative and secondary non-deictic meanings, past tense includes

some other important meanings in English. Firstly, past tense indicates the

unreality of an event or state. Secondly, past tense functions as a kind of

pragmatic softener, as shown in Figure 4. They are, of course, regarded as more

peripheral members of the past tense category. These seemingly have nothing to

do with past time or with narratives, since they are linked in the principle of

family resemblance.

Incidentally, the counterfactual use of past tense, as shown in Example 1-3

below, is typically restricted to a small number of environments such as “if-

conditionals”, “expressions of wishes and desires” and “supposition and

suggestion”. The softening function of past tense has been conventionalized in

such meanings as in Example 4-6. At the moment of speaking, past tense in these

examples denotes counterfactuality, desire, reminder, request etc. Here are

examples:

(1) If I were you, I would beat him badly.  (counterfactuality)

(2) a. I wish you were at the party.  (counterfactuality)

b. It would be nice if I knew the answer. (counterfactuality)
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(3) Suppose we went to cinema.  (counterfactuality)

(4) It’s high time that we had a class.（euphemistic suggestion）

(5) I just wanted to ask you if you could lend me a pound.（polite request）

(6) Excuse me, I wanted to ask you something. （tactical expression when

concerning privacy）

5.2 Chained metonymies and metaphor-metonymy interaction

Chained metonymies lead to lexical extension, and serial extension rooted in

metaphor is cross-linguistically common in the development of grammatical

meaning (Hilpert, 2007, p. 77). The next hypothesis, that chained metonymies

and the interaction between the mechanisms of metonymy and metaphor

determine the radiation and concatenation of semantic meanings, will be

addressed using the notion of the categorization of counterfactuality and

pragmatic softener of past tense as an illustration.

With regard to counterfactuality or unreality in the above example sentences,

there are several questions to be addressed: 1) Why is past tense, instead of future

tense, used to convey the counterfactuality? 2) How do the metonymy and

metaphor processes interact with each other? The answers lie in that

counterfactuality implies the unreality of present or future events or states. An

account of a past-time situation may well convey the implicature of the present-

time counterfactuality. It carries the implication that this state of past affair is not

in existence at the moment of utterance and there’s no possibility of its taking

place at present. It raises no question when past tense is used to locate events
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prior to the moment of utterance or composition, since the past events, being

imaginary, will never again take place. Thus the counterfactuality of the past

tense sounds most intensive. Future tense is opposite. There is less

counterfactuality in future tense, since possibilities for the future affair to take

place remain in existence. Simultaneously, future tense predicts the affair of the

future state, in that it may well predict a certain desire of the speaker, hoping for

something to happen sometime in the future. These desires or predictions are

likely to take place on account of the fact that no one can dominate what

happened in the past, nor can one prevent what will happen in the future. Based

on such implications conveyed by the past time and future time events, past tense

rather than future tense or present tense is used to indicate the counterfactuality.

This cognitive process of counterfactuality is based on the basic metonymy of

“Pastness for Remoteness.” The implication or conventionalization of

implicatures between past time and counterfactuality provides an experiential

basis for the metonymic mechanism. Futhermore, the conventionalization itself is

a kind of metonymy.  Metonymic association of “pastness stands for never

happening again” triggers the operation of metaphor mechanism. The metaphor,

TIME IS SPACE, provides conceptual potential of “Pastness is unreality”

through the mapping from temporal distance domain to the counterfactual

distance domain, and consequently we have such metaphoric expressions as in

Example 1-3 (Section 5.1).

Chained metonymies and metaphor-metonymy interaction work effectively

in this cognitive process, as do pragmatical softeners. However, the pragmatical

softener function of past tense is rather more complex, in that it construes the

time domain in terms of psychological space. Chained conceptual shifts and a
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double metaphorization are involved in the categorization. Metaphor and

metonymy often interact with each other, so a great many metaphorical mappings

have an ultimately metonymic basis (Barcelona, 2000). On one hand, the

metonymy, Pastness for Space and Distance, provides an experiential basis and

mental access to the construal of psychological distance. A chained metonymic

model with experiental basis triggers the metaphoric mapping from the temporal

remoteness domain to space remoteness domain, then to the psychological

remoteness domain (Zhang, 2010). On the other hand, the metonymic basis of

“distance stands for invovlement” triggers the metaphoric concept of “Less

involvement is distant, while more involvement is near”. Proximity is

involvement, and distance is lack of involvement. The schema of distance and

proximity are applied to the domain of involvement. The domain of time is

extended to the domain of psychological space or psychological distance. So we

talk of “distancing oneself from a proposal”, or “one has a close relationship with

a person” (Taylor, 2001, p. 153). Using past time implies that the addresser is

talking about the past event not the present event, and the addressee has the

psychological space and time to make the decision based on the past event.

Therefore, using the past tense sounds more euphemistic for communicators to

avoid embarassment, so that the decision on whether to perform the speech act or

not is transferred to the addressee. Eventually the conceptual potential of

“Politeness is space and distance” is realized in such metaphorical expressions as

in Example 4-6 (Section 5.1), in which past tense plays the role of pragmatical

softener.

Returning from the conceptual pattern of category PAST TENSE, it has

been demonstrated that metonymy is one of the most fundamental processes of
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meaning concatenation and radiation in category TENSE, and more basic than

metaphor. The interaction between metonymy and metaphor creates the

concatenation and radiation of category TENSE. From the example of past tense,

it is concluded that prototype effects emerge in natural categories, but also

penetrate into linguistic structures like category TENSE. These linked and radiant

chains in lexical forms or semantic meanings are derived from the operating

principle of family resemblance, which constitutes the internal structure of

category TENSE. As well, the cognitive mechanisms of metaphor and metonymy

lead to the vagueness in the boundaries, which makes the radiation and

concatenation of the tense category possible. However, the radiation and

concatenation of the tense category involve the semantic bleaching in the process

of grammaticalization, in which grammatical meanings of the tense are

conventionalized. As well, chained metonymies and the interaction between

metonymy and metaphor are the usual processes leading to the semantic

bleaching in the grammticalization. This process has already been describled in

detail in a previous paper (Zhang, 2010), and this paper here will not cover more

space on this subject.

6. Conclusion

The prototype theory provides the same explanation to linguistic categorization

as has been argued in lexical categories. The contributions this paper has made

are narrowed to three points as follows:

1) Evidences are provided to establish that simple present tense is the

prototype in the tense system. Category TENSE, starting from the prototype of

simple present tense, extends in the way of concatenation like linked chains and
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expands in the way of radiation like sunrays. Vagueness exists in the boundaries

of tense category. The prototypes of cognitive categories are not fixed, but may

change when a particular context is introduced. This vagueness in the boundaries

of category TENSE helps the construction of the category. Family resemblance is

the operating principle, and chained metonymies are involved in the

categorization. The interaction of metonymic and metaphoric mechanisms

contribute to the construction of the tense category.

2) The topic of the English tense system has remained a desideratum for

decades. Though the tense system remains one of the most important and difficult

areas of linguistic description, the study on tense and aspect is, in principle, no

different from the study of any other component of linguistic structure. To date,

research on the tense system has confined mainly to the frame of traditional

models of grammar, and Halliday’s model of functional grammar. However, this

paper has attempted to build upon previous work by extending the research work

into the domain of cognitive linguistics. The investigation on the categorization

of the tense system was conducted, using Rosch’s, Lakoff’s and Taylor’s

approaches to linguistic categorization. From the perspective of the cognitive

studies on the categorization of the tense system, this paper has attempted to raise

the grammatical and functional approaches to the tense system to the level of

universal cognitive issues.

3) This paper has also attempted to demonstrate that prototype effect plays

an effective role in the cognitive activities of humans, and to place emphsis on

the practical application of the theory to the further language studies, as well as

language teaching and learning. It is suggested that prototype theory can be used

to analyze other linguistic problems, such as the classification of metaphors,
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identifying the unmarked tense in the material process. For more details, refer to

Zhang (2006, 2008). Besides, the great vitality of a linguistic theory lies in its

great value in teaching practice. Prototype theory makes the language acquisition

easier and quicker, especially in the teaching of vocabulary, writing, tense and

aspect, sentence types, number and case. Further research on the application of

the prototype theory to the teaching of writing is required, since the second

language learners tend to use such basic-level category words as doctor, flower,

beautiful, delicious, etc. Learning to use subordinate category words will improve

their writing a lot. As well, further research on the cognitive mechanisms in the

grammaticalization of tense markers is required to address the questions raised in

this paper. As it is suggested, the research remains a subject worth our further

attention.

Note: This paper is a phased achievement of the research, entitled ‘Metonymic
Mechanism in the Categorization of the English Tense System’ (No.
08SJB7400004). It has been subsidized by the Social Science Research Fund of
the Education Department of Jiangsu Province, China. My sincere gratitude goes
to the anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments, and also to Dr. Alistair
Boag for his careful proofreading and constructive suggestions.
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